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PRO HOCKEY DRAFTOLOGY 2017 Overview
Here we go! Some of the most creative new media sports entities in existence today have
joined forces to bring you the ultimate guide to the 2017 NHL Entry Draft and offseason.
In these pages, you’ll read in-depth assessments of top young stars, gain an insight into
the thought process of some of them and gain a look at draft aspects within the sport’s
developmental arena. Additionally, we look at the state of the NHL — including the
upcoming free agent class and the awards.
As an added bonus, you can get an early jump on next year’s hockey pool with a look at
how players fared according to the “Ultimate Quantitative Baseline” statistic in 2016-17.
Enjoy your reading and remember the forces who came together for this publication:
Sportsology, The FDH Lounge and FantasyDrafthelp.com.

FantasyDrafthelp.com/hockey

Sportsology
Baseball, football, hoops, hockey, pro wrestling, music, it matters not:
nobody, but nobody, brings it stronger!

YouTube.com/thefdhlounge

The 21st Century
Media Alliance
What initially began in 2009
as a small coalition of likeminded growing New Media
organizations has flourished
into a well-rounded creative
juggernaut of more than two
dozen entities that transcends
the notion of traditional
labeling. The 21st Century
Media Alliance is an umbrella
of cooperative companies and
professionals that is pursuing
many
synergistic
opportunities
and
projects.
Possessed of varying yet often
complementary skill sets,
Alliance members are bound
by their core principles of
inventiveness, communication,
pragmatism and dedication to
their efforts and those of the
larger group. In a great many
creative areas, if you’re
looking to have a job
performed the right way,
chances are that you need look
no further than The 21st
Century Media Alliance.

Top 45 Overall Player Rankings
By Russ Cohen/Sportsology
1 Nolan Patrick – 6-2, 199 – C – He plays a heavy game and gets better as the game goes on. Good on draws. Good stick
on defense. Works hard in the corners. Excellent passer. Smooth skater gets in on the net quickly.
2 Nico Hischier – 6-1.5, 178 – C – He has a fast stick. He can score down low with a good backhand. Great one-timer.
Very good speed. Plays big. Plays solid defense. He can deke around multiple players to get to the net by himself for a
scoring chance.
3 Casey Mittelstadt – 5-11.5, 199 –C – U of Minnesota commit. Has some jets and great stick moves. Can score tough
goals in the crease too. Has scored some highlight reel goals in the USHL.
4 Timothy Liljegren – 5-11.5, 188 – D – Good speed. Gets to loose pucks quickly. Can make the cross-ice pass. Plays
point on the power play like a boss.
5 Klim Kostin – 6-2.5, 207 – RW – He gets there with good speed. Can sometimes make one too many moves in traffic.
Can make a nice pass in traffic. Defensive awareness is there.
6 Eeli Tolvanen – 5-11, 189 – LW – Big-time scoring potential.Fast and great poise, again, like the u18 in the 2017 WJC.
Shifty skater. Pro slapper and wrist shot. Fills the lane well.
7 Gabriel Vilardi – 6-3, 201 – C – Has breakaway ability. Good passer. Can score in the high slot. Great hands.
8 Elias Pettersson – 6-2, 164 – C/W – Draws penalties when he turns the corner on a defender. Will get stronger down the
road. Great speed and wrist shot off the wing. Plays better on a larger ice surface right now.
9 Juuso Valimaki – 6-1.5, 211 – D – He’s a good skater with very good positioning. Stays back on defense first. Effortless
passer. A mature kid. Great hockey I.Q. Has game speed. Safe clears.
10 Miro Heiskanen– 6-2, 172 – D – Paired well with Olli Juolevi. Played safety valve at times in Elimination game. Breaks
up scoring chances with good stick work. Good one-timer. Can play the point. Does a nice shot-pass.
11 Owen Tippett – 6-0.5, 203 – RW – Has a terrific shot. He’s good at getting deflections. Smooth skater. Capable of going
around players. Can snipe the small holes left by the goalie. Tough kid who can take a hit.
12 Cody Glass – 6-2, 178 – C – A big point producer. Sharp passer. Wins puck battles. Sneaks behind the defense or
blasts by them at speed. Gets open down low where he’s deadly.
13 Cale Makar – 5-11, 187 – D – Had a five-point game this year. Puts shots right on net. Excellent passer. Leads the rush
well after playing strong defense. Wrist shot has some juice and he can put it top shelf even in coverage. UMass Amherst
commit.
14 Ryan Poehling – 6-2, 177 – C – Good hustle. Gets after it in the offensive zone. Good hockey I.Q.
15 Urho Vaakainainen – 6-2, 188 – D – Brings puck up the ice with his head up. Slick and accurate passer. Has an extra
gear when going up ice. Can make fast, sharp turns to lose opposition to help make a pass up ice.
16 Martin Necas – 6-1, 178 – C – Have only seen him on video so far. Fast, in on the action. Not afraid to play down low.
Skilled passer. He has great closing speed to get to the net.
17 Isaac Ratcliffe – 6-6, 200 – LW – He’s scoring buckets of goals. A beast in the crease. You have to chip the puck away
from him or else. You will lose the physical battle. Has some good dekes for a big man. Hard wrist shot. Gets to loose
pucks quickly.
18 Kristian Vesalainen – 6-5, 209 – Wing – He got a nice goal, clutch to break a third period tie in the 2017 WJC. Part of
the gold medal team in last year’s U18s.
19 Kailer Yamamoto – 5-7.5, 146 – RW – He’s highly skilled. Good stick on defense. Can turn a steal into a scoring
chance with his speed and shooting ability. Plays center too. Lays the body on the opposition. Makes great passes. Leads
the rush like a pro.
20 Lias Andersson – 5-11, 201 – C – Had two goals in the 2017 WJC. He has a shiftiness in his skating combined with
great stick and puck skills makes him dangerous. Dangerous on the PK and the PP. Scores goals down low because of
his good hands.
21 Cal Foote – 6-4, 215- D – Love his long reach. Keeps pucks alive in offensive zone and turns them into points. Good
skater. Has an edge. Active stick. Great first pass. Tied up Hischier in the Top Prospect Game. Covers for his partner well.
22 Michael Rasmussen – 6-5.5, 221 – C – Dangerous goal scorer. Deadly in the paint. A weapon on the power play. Can
get rebounds and deposit them quickly in the back of the net. Quick trigger on his one-timer. Good hands in the crease.
23 Nicolas Hague – 6-5.5, 207 – D – Has a lot of power on his point shot. Long reach. Knows when to pinch in. Heavy
wrist shot too.
24 Jason Robertson – 6-2 – 196- LW – Can score nice goals in the tough area down low. He can muscle it in. Very fast
release. Doesn’t need a lot of room to get a nice shot on goal.
25 Nick Suzuki – 5-11 – 183 – C – Good speed. Looks like a goal scorer. Good hands. Two-way guy. plays the PK. Has a
knack for getting short-handed goals.
26 Robert Thomas – 5-11.5, 193 – C – Has excellent speed and good shiftiness and stick moves to get up the ice by
himself. Can be a weapon short-handed or at 5-on-5. Good on the give-n-go. Strong along the wall. Good in the face-off
circle.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 3)
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Scott Pullins: “I
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problems. After a
consultation, you
will be put on the
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resolution of your
issue. I will either
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you retain me to
resolve your
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trusted colleague,
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other solution,
sometimes even
free or at a lower
cost than a private
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Sports
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a unique
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RELENTLESS: The highly-anticipated motion picture capturing the incredible life story of our
friend Vernon Turner! Produced in association with Derek Jeter’s Players Tribune and Magic
Hour Productions. Details at VernonTurner.com

Top 30 Overall Player Rankings
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2)
27 Shane Bowers – 6-1.5, 178 – C – Good foot speed. Works well in traffic. Will wait for goalies to commit during scoring chances. Complete player.
Reads plays for offense.
28 Matthew Strome – 6-3.5, 207 – LW – Very accurate one-timer. He can score in traffic. Excellent stick and puck control. Not the best skater, trails the
play well and always has his stick down ready to shoot. Accurate passer.
29 Jake Oettinger – 6-4, 204 – G – Smooth lateral movements. Eats rebounds. Takes good angles. Has to work on closing the 5-hole better. Good on
breakaways, doesn’t panic. Nice easy movements on low shots. Directs rebounds to his players well. Sees in traffic. Decent play in the Beanpot.
30 Noel Hoefenmayer – 6-0, 190 – D – He’s an offensive defenseman who does some backchecking as well. He knows when to pinch and he’s come on
like gangbusters late in the season for the Ottawa 67’s.
31 Kole Lind – 6-1, 185 – RW – Can make the accurate pass and scores on a wicked back hand at times. Does everything with a fast release. Doesn’t
waste time.
32 Alexey Lipanov – 6-0, 169 –C – Fast down the ice. Will block shots. Makes smart plays on defense. Amazing hard angle goal vs. Canada West. Very
fast. Elusive to checkers.
33 Ivan Lodnia – 5-10.5 – 176 – RW – Nice fake of a pass in offensive zone and then ripped a nice wrist shot in the net in International play. Excellent
stick handler. Showed speed on the wing. Good passer. Plays well in the defensive zone. Holds the puck well.
34 Evan Barratt – 5-11, 182 – C – NTDP- PA kid, fast, has a good work ethic. Good attitude on and off the ice. Penn State commit. Almost a point-pergame center. Solid skills. Good around the net. Excellent passer. Super competitive. Solid pass when Hischier lost his stick and setup an important goal.
Best U.S. face-off artist. Beat Hischier on some draws.
35 Max Gildon – 6-3, 192 – D – NTDP – Wisconsin commit. Born in Plano, Texas. Picked for the All-American Prospects Game. Smooth skating
defenseman. Can skate out of trouble. Good first pass. 1,2 or 3. Athletic frame to build on. Great one-timer on the power play. Great strong shot. Good
breakout efficiency. Plays PK.
36 Keith Petruzzelli – 6-5 – 174 – G – Good positioning. Big body hard to go even high on him. Must get him moving. Bad stick clear on eventual goal in
AAP game. Good post to post.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 5)

2017 NHL Free Agency Preview
While there are no megastars in this summer’s free agent crop, that’s not to say that there aren’t some very nice star players who have the
potential to really get paid.
Uncomfortably for Washington, they face the possibility that this summer will shorten their window of contention – without having even made it
to the conference finals in the Ovechkin Era – by having to choose between the following free agent priorities: stud defenseman Kevin
Shattenkirk (quite possibly the belle of the ball), right wing at the top of his game TJ Oshie, defensive defensemen Karl Alzner and superclutch right wing Justin Williams. Montreal’s in the same position with RW Alexander Radulov – as one of the top free agents on the market,
they can neither afford to lose his salary nor afford to bring him back within their salary structure.
Most of the remaining free agents are in their 30s and won’t command top price nor fill top roles, but could be very useful in the right situations:
C Joe Thornton, LW Patrick Marleau, RW Patrick Eaves, C Martin Hanzal, D Andrei Markov, RW Radim Vrbata, C Mike Fisher, D Ron
Hainsey, LW Thomas Vanek, G Brian Elliott, C Brian Boyle, G Ryan Miller and D Brian Campbell. That will leave some players in their 20s
room to earn some nice paychecks due to longevity, such as G Scott Darling, C Sam Gagner, D Michael Stone, Nick Bonino, D Brendan
Smith, D Michael Del Zotto and D Dmitry Kulikov. Also, don’t forget a plyer in his 40s: RW Jaromir Jagr (45!).

MMA Ring Announcer Jake Digman
Mic work that would make CM Punk jealous! Booking information available @ twitter.com/JakeDigman

THE PHILADEPHIA FLYERS (IMAGES OF SPORTS) – available
through Barnes & Noble, Amazon & other fine sellers

FDH Positional Upgrade Recommendations
For Each Team In The Draft

Black Draft Tracking Worksheet

1
2
Anaheim: Forward
Montreal: Forward
3
Arizona: Forward
Nashville: Goalie
4
Boston: Defense
New Jersey: Forward
5
Buffalo: Defense
New York Islanders: Forward
6
Calgary: Defense
New York Rangers: Forward
7
Carolina: Goalie
Ottawa: Goalie
8
Chicago: Goalie
Philadelphia: Forward
9
Colorado: Forward
Pittsburgh: Defense
10
Columbus: Forward
St. Louis: Forward
11
Dallas: Defense
San Jose: Forward
12
Detroit: Forward
Tampa Bay: Forward
Edmonton: Defense
Toronto: Goalie
13
Florida: Florida
Vancouver: Goalie
14
Los Angeles: Forward
Washington: Forward
15
Minnesota: Forward
Winnipeg: Goalie
16
17
18
19
Here are links to some of the best players of the ‘16 Draft in action.
20
Miro Heiskanen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfKWyu8N2v4
21
Nico Hischier: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXcyJCMkx6Y
22
Klim Kostin: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zryqp8HHrno
23
Timothy Liljegren: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXwgsmtx5V0
24
Casey Mittelstadt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEI3cfvjnXE
25
Nolan Patrick: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFUopGnRkow
Elias Pettersson: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEgf__zwVPk 26
27
Eeli Tolvanen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mF0-V_wAa8
28
Juuso Valimaki: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjcoUrlY4J8
29
Gabriel Vilardi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXOdAdIFtkA
30
31

Links To Top Prospect Videos

Sportsology

Sportsology provides fun facts, pictures, stories,
games, history and opinion about Sports. We
give our readers an alternative to recycled
stories from traditional news sources. We
provide valuable information about sportsrelated products, so that consumers have the
information they need before making a
purchase. Our Internet radio broadcasts also
offer an alternative to generic Sports talk radio.
With gags, guest and an infusion of humor, we
talk to you, not at you.
Check out the main site at Sportsology.info and
specific sub-sites for baseball, football, hockey,
hoops, pro wrestling, video games,
DVDs/movies and music.

DRAFTOLOGY GUIDES
We publish a series of guides such as this
through the year as a partnership between
Sportsology,
The
FDH
Lounge,
FantasyDrafthelp.com and other entities under
the banner of The 21st Century Media Alliance.
Fantasy Racing (mid-February), Fantasy
Baseball (mid-March), NFL Draft (mid-April), NHL
Entry Draft (mid-June), NBA Draft (mid-June),
Fantasy Football (mid-July), Fantasy Hockey
(mid-September), Fantasy Hoops (mid-October).

New Jersey
Philadelphia
Dallas
Colorado
Vancouver
Vegas
Arizona
Buffalo
Detroit
Florida
Los Angeles
Carolina
Winnipeg
Tampa Bay
NY Islanders
Calgary
Toronto
Boston
San Jose
St. Louis
NY Rangers
Edmonton
Arizona
Columbus
Montreal
Chicago
St. Louis
Ottawa
Dallas
Nashville
Pittsburgh

JERK: HOW I
WASTED MY
LIFE
WATCHING
TELEVISION
The entertaining
memoirs of
veteran TV
columnist Adam
Buckman
document over
20 years of
covering the
biggest TV stars,
pop culture
celebrities and
other
entertainment
figures up close
and personal!
Get your copy
now at
Amazon.com!
Royalty Tours USA
The very finest
sports traveling
experience
anywhere!
RoyaltyTours.
blogspot.com

Nashville Demonstrates The Value of Great Drafting
By Russ Cohen/Sportsology
Pittsburgh – The Nashville Predators have been a team who can find NHL quality players in the later
rounds. Even though the best NHL teams average well under 30% from the third round on, they’ve been
pretty successful.
One player who fits that description is their star goaltender, Pekka Rinne. The Finnish goalie was an 8th
round pick in the 2004 NHL Entry Draft. That draft was hosted by the Carolina Hurricanes. Rinne was
selected with the last pick in the 8th round. In those days, they had nine-round drafts. He wasn’t even the
first goalie the Predators took in that draft. In fact, he was the second. Kyle Moir, who played for the Swift
Current Broncos in the WHL was selected before him in the fifth round. He played one professional game
in the states for the Utah Grizzlies in the ECHL. That’s it. The other guy is still going strong. “To be honest
with you, I wasn’t even following the draft that year. I was already 20-years-old and I was two years past
my draft year,” Rinne admitted. “It was a big surprise when I got drafted. My Finnish agent texted me. I was
at a big mid-summer party in Finland (to celebrate Juhannus) and I was with my buddies in a cottage. To
be honest with you, I didn’t really pay attention.”
Here are a few more later round gems:
^ Viktor Arvidsson – drafted in the 4th round (112th overall) in 2014.
^ Craig Smith – 4th rounder (98th overall) in 2009.
^ Miikka Salomaki – 2nd round pick in 2011. Not as much of a long shot, but still, 2nd round picks aren’t
locks to make it to the show. He cites the coaching staff in Milwaukee as a big reason why they are having
this kind of success.
“When I went to Milwaukee, I saw how good it was there, how good the coaching was.” Salomaki stated.
“Of course I trusted that someday I’d be playing here and I knew we had a lot of good young talent.”

Top 30 Overall Player Rankings
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)
37 Stuart Skinner – 6-4, 207 – G – Fast up and down. Good in the splits. Aggressive on odd-man rushes. Made saves look easy. Made a nice save while
moving. Closed up five hole well. Reads the play well. Doesn’t overreact.
38 Michael Pastujov – 6-0, 199 – C – NTDP – Florida born, 3 liner with the NTDP at times. He fights for the puck. He’s fast. Passes well. Gains offensive
zone quickly. Draws defenders to him. Gets into the o-zone well, draws defenders, and can make a nice pass to setup teammates. Tenacious on defense.
Smart. Nice U18 goal in the crease. Could win a few more puck battles.
39 Luke Martin – RD – 6-2.5, 221 – D- NTDP – University of Michigan. Big, strong defenseman. Tough, will drop the gloves. One of the best shot blockers
in the country. Knows when to jump into the play. Skates well. Passes well. Will produce some points. Good gap control. Played physical on defense.
40 Grant Mismash – 6-0, 181 – C – North Dakota commit – 16 PIMS in Hlinka. Offensive player. Solid on the power play. Can be a scorer or playmaker.
Excelled at Shattuck. Physical player as well. Never gives up on defense. Followed up a shot and got a nice crease goal in AAPG.
41 Erik Brannstrom – 5-9, 179 – D – Fast up the ice. Quick wrist shot. Took a lot of shots. Long wrist shot goal against Russia was sweet. Fast release.
Found an open spot on the ice. Pro one-timer. Not afraid of contact.
42 Joni Ikonen 5-11 – 177 – C – Good playmaker who can make that nice pass to setup a teammate in the slot. Plays well with high-end talent.
43 Sasha Chmelevski – 5-11 – 188 – C – NTDP – Sweet skating style needs more power in his stride Two-way. Nice backhand shot on net. Quick zone
entry. Reads the play well. Scored down low on Miller. Smart player. Great goal in a small scoring area. Controls the puck well in the corner.
44 Henri Jokiharju – 6-1, 188 – D – Excellent hand-eye coordination. Streaky. Shifty with the puck. Fast accurate point shot that gets through to the net.
Excellent puck retrieval. Can really fire off an accurate pass with speed.
45 Dayton Rasmussen – 6-0, 198 – G – Very fit, very strong athlete. Was recovering from a concussion at the combine so he was restricted from using the
bike. He still shined. Great glove hand. Really battles. Good side to side speed.

Designing a Dream NHL Tournament
By Rick Morris/The FDH Lounge
Those wishing to shorten the NHL’s regular season
to a more-humane 67 games have a burden of
proof vis-à-vis demonstrating how such a move
could be executed without anyone involved losing
income – which seems almost impossible. But,
characteristically, The FDH Lounge has an idea just
wild enough to be successful.
It’s an 18-game, one-month, tournament just after
the end of a 67-game season, targeted to begin
Memorial Day weekend, involving four All-Star
teams, one representing each division in the
league. Each team would play all of the others
twice, a home-and-away matchup, with games
spread all over the league. After the 6-game slate
is concluded, the top four teams will square off in
semifinals, then a championship, with margin of
victory settling all seeding tiebreakers.

LW

C

RW

Key to this collectively-bargained deal would be the
mandate that all healthy players participate, since,
again, they’re keeping their full salaries
notwithstanding a shorter NHL season. That’s not
to say that there won’t be injury exemptions, which
are included in our projection of what each roster
would look like – and how we would rate their
chances for success. Those rosters are listed to
the right.

D

G

Pullins Law: PullinsLaw.com
Providing services to small businesses,
individuals, financial entities, and political
organizations

Atlantic
Henrik Zetterberg
Brad Marchand
Max Pacioretty
Mike Hoffman
Steven Stamkos
Auston Matthews
Mitch Marner
Jack Eichel

Metropolitan
Alex Ovechkin
Jeff Skinner
Marcus Johansson
Taylor Hall
Sidney Crosby
Evgeni Malkin
Nicklas Backstrom
John Tavares

David Pastrnak
Mark Stone
Alexander Radulov
Jaromir Jagr
Erik Karlsson
Victor Hedman
Rasmus Ristolainen
Jake Gardiner
Shea Weber
Keith Yandle

Phil Kessel
Jakub Voracek
TJ Oshie
Cam Atkinson
Kevin Shattenkirk
Kris Letang INJ
Seth Jones
Ryan McDonagh
Justin Schultz
Zach Werenski
Nick Leddy
Braden Holtby
Sergei Bobrovsky
Henrik Lundqvist

Carey Price
Craig Anderson
Tukka Rask

Central
Jamie Benn
Artemi Panarin
Nikolai Ehlers
Filip Forsberg
Jonathan Toews
Mark Scheifele
Tyler Seguin
Ryan Johansen INJ
Mikael Granlund
Patrick Kane
Vladimir Tarasenko
Blake Wheeler
Patrik Laine
Duncan Keith
PK Subban
Roman Josi
Ryan Suter
John Klingberg
Erik Johnson

Pacific
Johnny Gaudreau
Milan Lucic
Matthew Tkachuk
Patrick Marleau
Conor McDavid
Leon Draisatl
Ryan Getzlaf
Joe Pavelski

Corey Crawford
Devan Dubnyk
Pekka Rinne

Jonathan Quick
John Gibson
Ryan Miller

NUMBERS DON’T LIE: THE BIGGEST
NUMBERS IN METS HISTORY
Available on Amazon.com

Corey Perry
Radim Vrbata
Patrick Eaves
Jordan Eberle
Brent Burns
Drew Doughty
Dougie Hamilton
Cam Fowler
Mark Giordano
Andrej Sekera

SteveKallas.com
Sports columns from a
unique perspective

Taste our Tweets! http://twitter.com/TheFDHLounge

2017 NHL Expansion Draft Thoughts
By Russ Cohen/Sportsology
How many people think this expansion team, the Las Vegas Golden Knights, will have the best roster in the history of expansion teams? I don’t share that opinion.
The biggest reason why is the fact that the NHL’s general managers are so sharp, too sharp, to hand over top-notch players if they can help it.
I’m not going to predict who teams will lose. I think there will be a lot of trades and handshake agreements leading up to this momentous event. Every team will lose
one player. That’s a fact. Some players will get drafted by the Knights and have a fairly short contract term and may not re-sign based on age and wanting to win
based on their age.
Vegas will look for mostly young players, maybe an aging big name they can market. They will load up on goalies in the hopes of being able to flip one or two of them
and one of them could be Matt Murray. Is it a guarantee that Marc-Andre Fleury will waive his modified no-trade, no movement deal to go? No. If Fleury wants to stay,
won’t Pittsburgh try and trade him for assets before the expansion draft? That’s probably what will happen rather than let Las Vegas get him. The same goes for
Fleury. Goalies who are UFA’s will remain UFA’s until after the draft, so teams don’t have to protect them. Vegas will accept a big contract or two because they must
reach the cap floor. They’ll inherit a few draft picks based on the handshake agreements that may take place.
Back to having a name player or two: the Las Vegas Review Journal reported that the team is looking to sign multiple broadcast rights deals. They are the 40thlargest television audience in the country and these companies who are negotiating with them may be waiting to see who they get, trade for or sign in free agency.
When the newness of the team wears off, having a known commodity could help sway an outlet.
Vegas can’t buy out a player that they acquire in this draft before next summer. I could see them taking a player who has two years left on his deal and buy him out
next year as a favor to a club to receive something before the June 21st draft.
After the expansion draft, Vegas will draft 6th in the upcoming NHL Entry Draft. The player they get will not be expected to play in this upcoming season. He will be
looked at as the future face of the franchise; that always happens whether it’s fair or not.

Noel Hoefenmayer Will Play The Waiting Game At The NHL Draft
By Russ Cohen/Sportsology

Dayton Rasmussen Had An Impressive Combine

Noel Hoefenmayer is an offensive defenseman who is currently playing for
the Ottawa 67’s in the OHL. His measurables are good at 6-0, 190 pounds,
so there are plenty of teams that may have him on their draft boards as we
inch closer to the 2017 NHL Entry Draft. The 18-year-old is a hard worker
and that paid off this season. He had 14 goals and 40 points in 62 games. He
carried that momentum in the playoffs and had a terrific seven points in six
games. “I felt good all year. There were a few ups and downs, some times
where I could have been better, but overall I felt like I had a huge
improvement from last year,” Hoefenmayer stated. “Having more experience
helped me. Getting that first year under my belt is huge.”

By Russ Cohen/Sportsology

His 36 PIMS in the regular season show his disciplined play. He had six in the
playoffs when the play gets ratcheted up and that’s acceptable as well. This
was certainly a growth year for him. His ice time was up and that was a
positive. “I think the big thing this year was opportunity. Last year we had a
lot older “d” that were good so I didn’t really get as much ice time as this year.
I got more power play time as well.”
The North York, Ontario native knows he has to get stronger and he’s been
working with one of the best. “I have a great strength trainer in, Dan Noble.
He’s been helping me out a lot the past few summers,” he mentioned.
There was a spring in his skating step this year as well. His commitment to
improving this part of his game could be what gets him to the next level one
day. “That’s something you have to work on every year. Nowadays if you
can’t skate you’ll never be able to make it,” Hoefenmayer added. “It’s
something that I need to work on more but it definitely improved from last
year.”
Hoefenmayer won’t be attending the NHL Combine later this week in Buffalo,
NY. He wasn’t invited but that’s ok. He’s not letting that news get him down.
He’s one of those guys who doesn’t get too high or too low. “I’ve still been
talking to a good number of teams. It’s just a bump in the road and I guess I
missed out on it,” said Hoefenmayer.
Like a lot of young players, he has already set the bar high for next season.
“I had a really good offensive year and I hope that will carryover. I really want
to focus on the defensive side of my game and be stronger and more reliable
in the d-zone,” he said.
I think Hoefenmayer will hear his name called in the second or third round.
Until then, he must wait.

Buffalo – – One player was ready to attack the rigors of the NHL Combine was
goaltender, Dayton Rasmussen. The 6-2, 200 pounds this goaltender is
physically “ripped”. Watching him on the long jump he held his own. I was
anticipating him on the bench press and that’s when he really shined.
“I think I did well. I haven’t been able to do that much physical activity since
having a concussion,” he revealed. “I did how many I thought I could do. I looked
up at the board and saw 16. That’s why I did 17. I thought I got my 18th up but it
was a little wobbly. My goal coming in here was to set the bench record. That’s
not typical for a goaltender.”
Rasmussen played with two teams in the USHL this season. He started with Tri
City and ended up with Chicago. “I got traded two weeks before the trading
deadline,” said Rasmussen. “It was a rebuild. I was happy getting an opportunity
with a potential championship team. It was a really good opportunity.”
Goalies have always been fit athletes but now Rasmussen may be the strongest
athlete in this draft. “I played a lot of football and lacrosse growing up. I was a
middle linebacker and a running back. My brother has always been competitive
with me seeing how much we can lift,” Rasmussen added. “I love bringing
athleticism, speed and strength to the goaltending position.”
A few weeks ago the Eden Prairie, MN native suffered a concussion. He was
cleared to compete but he had some limitations. “I couldn’t do the Wingate or
Vo2. They didn’t want me to take it to the max. I’ve been symptom free for two
weeks. If it would have been my decision I would have done them all. It came
down to Central Scouting and I totally respect their decision.”
He spoke to a fair number of teams. “Flyers were my first interview. I spoke to
the Rangers as well,” Rasmussen said.
Look out for this kid. He’ll soon be playing at the University of Denver. He has the
drive and the physical strength to handle the rigors of pro hockey. He will
definitely hear his name called in Chicago.
FantasyDrafthelp.com: Did you stay away from players like Zach Parise, Claude
Giroux and Patrick Sharp, who would have tanked your team last year? You’re
welcome!
Did you end up with players who helped you succeed last year like Victor
Hedman, Filip Forsberg, Brad Marchand and Mark Scheifele? You’re welcome!
FantasyDrafthelp.com: Helping you to find tomorrow’s success stories — today.

FDH Early Predictions For 2017-18
EASTERN CONFERENCE
ATLANTIC DIVISION
X-Toronto 104
Y-Boston 102
Y-Tampa Bay 101
Y-Ottawa 99
Montreal 91
Buffalo 89
Florida 88
Detroit 82

CONFERENCE QUARTERFINALS
Toronto over Ottawa in 7
Tampa Bay over Boston in 6
Pittsburgh over New York Rangers in 5
Columbus over Washington in 6
Chicago over Winnipeg in 7
Nashville over St. Louis in 7
Edmonton over Minnesota in 5
Calgary over Anaheim in 7

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
METROPOLITAN
Tampa Bay over Toronto in 6
DIVISION
Columbus over Pittsburgh in 6
X-Pittsburgh 105
Chicago over Nashville in 7
Y-Columbus 104
Edmonton over Calgary in 7
Y-Washington 102
Y-New York Rangers 98
CONFERENCE FINALS
New York Islanders 94
Tampa Bay over Columbus in 6
Philadelphia 93
Edmonton over Chicago in 6
Carolina 84
New Jersey 78
STANLEY CUP FINAL
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Edmonton over Tampa Bay in 6
CENTRAL DIVISION
X-Chicago 109
THE WINTER
Y-Nashville 106
Y-St. Louis 104
CLASSIC: THE NHL’S
Y-Winnipeg 101
SAVIOR – Available
Y-Minnesota 100
Dallas 95
through Barnes &
Colorado 60
PACIFIC DIVISION
X-Edmonton 112
Y-Calgary 107
Y-Anaheim 103
Los Angeles 99
San Jose 90
Arizona 71
Vancouver 69
Vegas 67
Fantasy Drafthelp Dot Com
Unique methods & winning
results for a variety of
sports, not just the big
boys!
Check out everything we
have to offer and never get
out-prepared again!

Noble, Amazon &
other fine sellers

The FDH Lounge
Ultimate Links Page
The only webpage you would ever
need on a desert island!
Over 2,150 links — sports & nonsports — in 52 easy-to-navigate
categories
http://thefdhlounge.com/the-fdhlounge-ultimate-links-page/

FDH Lounge NHL Awards Picks
Hart Trophy
Sergei Bobrovsky
Sidney Crosby
Connor McDavid
FDH pick: McDavid
Lindsay Award
Brunt Burns
Sidney Crosby
Connor McDavid
FDH pick: McDavid

The FDH Lounge Top 30
Players In The NHL
NOTE: These players are ranked based not merely on
how they have produced this year, but also the past
year or two. These are not fantasy rankings, but are
based on overall play. Numbers in parentheses
indicate where the players ranked on our 2016
rankings, with the ones who fell out of those rankings
listed at the bottom.

Tomorrow
Will Be
Televised

TOP TIER
1 Sidney Crosby (2)
2 Connor McDavid (NA)
3 Patrick Kane (1)
4 Nikita Kucherov (23)
5 Auston Matthews (NA)
6 Steven Stamkos (7)
Vezina Trophy
7 Leon Draisatl (NA)
Sergei Bobrovsky
8 Evgeni Malkin (5)
Braden Holtby
9 Vladimir Tarasenko (11)
Carey Price
10 Erik Karlsson (10)
FDH pick: Bobrovsky
11 Jonathan Toews (4)
12 Jamie Benn (3)
13 Braden Holtby (24)
Selke Trophy
14 Brad Marchand (NA)
Patrice Bergeron
15 Patrik Laine (NA)
https://www.media
Ryan Kesler
16 Artemi Panarin (16)
village.com/channel
Mikko Koivu
17 Sergei Bobrovsky (NA)
FDH pick: Kesler
/tomorrow-will-be18 Nicklas Backstrom (22)
televised
19 Alex Ovechkin (6)
Calder Trophy
20 Carey Price (NA)
Patrik Laine
21 Mark Scheifele (NA)
Auston Matthews
22 David Pastrnak (NA)
http://www.sportsology.com
Zach Werenski
23 Brent Burns (20)
/category/hockeyology
FDH pick: Matthews
24 John Tavares (9)
Mere SECOND
words
TIER
cannot do
justice!
THE it
WINTER
CLASSIC:
Adams Award
25 Duncan Keith (26)
THE NHL’S SAVIOR –
http://greatsportsnamehalloffame.
Mike Babcock
26 Ryan Getzlaf (NA)
available through Barnes
Todd McClellan
blogspot.com
27 Aleksander
Barkov (19) & Noble, Amazon & other
John Tortorella
28 Kris Letang (18)
fine sellers
FDH pick: Tortorella
29 Jack Eichel (NA)
30 Johnny Gaudreau (15)

Norris Trophy
Brent Burns
Victor Hedman
Erik Karlsson
FDH pick: Karlsson

Blog and
podcasts
covering the
intersection
of TV and
technology

Great SportsHockeyology
Name
Hall of Fame

TV Howl
The Baristas

100 Ranger Greats

GM of the Year
Joe Pavelski (8)
Veteran TV columnist
Peter Chiarelli CheckTyler
outSeguin
the funniest
sitcom
on the Web.
(12)
Ranking the best New York Rangers of
Adam Buckman
Pierre Dorion
Anze
Kopitar
(13)
It’s
comedy
…
with
room
for
cream.
all time in a stunning, full-color book
delivers
top-flight
David Poile
Joe Thornton (14)
www.rangergreats.com
insight
and
analysis
FDH pick: Chiarelli
Evgeny Kuznetsov (17)
about today’s TV
John Klingberg (23)
scene
dose of Ziggy online NotJustAnotherTVSite.com Blake Wheeler (25)

Get your daily
www.gocomics.com/ziggy

Royalty Tours USA

http://thebaristas.com

Unmatched analysis of the
best television programs
and the state of the
industry.

Ben Bishop (27)
Loui Eriksson (28)
Corey Crawford (29)
Corey Perry (30)

The FDH Lounge: Nothing is Off-topic. Nothing.

http://TVHowl.com/

YouTube.com/
thefdhlounge

The very finest sports traveling experience anywhere!

RoyaltyTours.blogspot.com

http://twitter.com/TheFDHLounge

Preview Of FantasyDrafthelp.com Ultimate Hockey Stat For 2017-18
This is the FantasyDrafthelp.com statistic, the Ultimate Quantitative Baseline, based on the statistical principle of standard deviation from
the mean. For defensemen and forwards, the relevant statistics are points, goals, assists, penalty minutes and plus-minus. For goalies, the
relevant statistics are wins, shutouts, goals against average and save percentage (with the categories being weighted extra since there is one
less). In each category, a spectrum is calculated from the best performance to the worst (on a per-game basis for forwards and defensemen).
The numbers in each category are added together to create our statistic. An additional equalizer is injected to apply more points to each
player at the positions of scarcer depth. What this stat truly does is to quantify beyond doubt how the stronger and weaker performances in
each category add up to the absolute fantasy value for each player. As such, it establishes a baseline for performance that is more
comprehensive than anything ever developed. A number over 300 is considered elite and 375 constitutes a perfect score. We have listed
below the top rankings at each position for last season as well as the Top 35 overall.
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Goalies
John Gibson
Sergei Bobrovsky
Aaron Dell
Braden Holtby
Devan Dubnyk
Carey Price
Cam Talbot
Peter Budaj
Tuukka Rask
Philipp Grubauer
Craig Anderson
Matthew Murray
Martin Jones
Jimmy Howard
Jake Allen

UQB
376
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
326
316
278
252
219
217
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Defensemen
Brent Burns
Victor Hedman
Erik Karlsson
Kris Letang
Ryan Suter
Jared Spurgeon
Justin Schultz
Dustin Byfuglien
David Savard
Dmitry Orlov
Duncan Keith
Alex Petrovic
Shea Weber
Jake Gardiner
Mark Giordano

Text
375
375
375
329
285
256
233
232
202
199
186
144
137
133
118

2017 NHL Draft Profiles: Casey Mittelstadt,
Luke Martin And Keith Petruzzelli
By Russ Cohen/Sportsology
Casey Mittelstadt may be the player with the highest upside in the Top 10. We
know what Nolan Patrick and Nico Hischier can do. They have upside, but a lot
of what you can see is very measurable. The talented center hasn’t played a
lot of games, so there is a bit more guesswork involved. I’ve seen him live a
handful of times and each time I’ve felt he’s a pretty dynamic player. This past
season, the University of Minnesota commit only played 49 games. He’s
already 6-1, 201, and that should help keep the naysayers at arm’s length.
Here’s what he thinks about his game.
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Forwards
Connor McDavid
Sidney Crosby
Patrick Kane
Nicklas Backstrom
Brad Marchand
Nikita Kucherov
Mark Scheifele
Ryan Getzlaf
Evgeni Malkin
T.J. Oshie
Steven Stamkos
Patrik Laine
Antoine Roussel
Conor Sheary
Jason Zucker

Text
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
367
365
360
355

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Vladimir Tarasenko
Auston Matthews
David Pastrnak
Artemi Panarin
Mikael Granlund
Mikko Koivu
Jeff Skinner
Leon Draisaitl
Evander Kane
Mike Hoffman

353
328
327
317
288
275
272
255
235
227

“I’m always trying to get stronger and faster. I work a lot on my vision and my shot. Working on my shot definitely makes
me more of a threat from everywhere. I train back in Minnesota, a lot of light jumping and running. I feel like I’ve gotten
better since I started training with him.”
Luke Martin is a very talented defenseman who played a full season at Michigan University. He went under the radar,
but he did play in all 35 games. He only had seven points, but that’s something that can build in the future, possibly the
same way Brady Skjei kept working on that part of his game. He’s played on the U17 and U18 teams, so he’s used to
playing with some top-end talent. At 6-2, 201, this defenseman already has a pro body. He led all NCAA rookie
defenseman in blocked shots this season (76) and Red Berenson had a lot of confidence in him. “I think I’m evolving
offensively and with my skating and hopefully you’ll see a quicker version of me. I think I can continue to add offense.”
Keith Petruzzelli is a 6-6 goaltender who is getting no love pre-draft. He is a Quinnipiac commit with a lot of potential.
This season with the Muskegon Lumberjacks in the USHL he posted a .918 save percentage in 35 games. This
Massachusetts native hasn’t had a ton of viewings. At 190 pounds, he will certainly fill out a bit more but he has some
good speed post to post and his positioning is solid. “Quinnipiac is a great place, great organization. Head coach Rand
Pecknold is a great coach and a great guy. Same with the assistant coaches. Gorgeous facilities and great campus.
They reached out to us first, so that always means a lot, knowing that you’re wanted. I just try to stop pucks and focus
on my game (he really keeps it simple). Playing in the Fall Classic was a good bonding event. There weren’t many fans,
but there were a lot of scouts there.”
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Top 35 Overall
Aaron Dell
Brad Marchand
Braden Holtby
Brent Burns
Cam Talbot
Carey Price
Connor McDavid
Devan Dubnyk
Erik Karlsson
Evgeni Malkin
John Gibson
Mark Scheifele
Nicklas Backstrom
Nikita Kucherov
Patrick Kane
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375
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Peter Budaj
Ryan Getzlaf
Sergei Bobrovsky
Sidney Crosby
Steven Stamkos
T.J. Oshie
Tuukka Rask
Victor Hedman
Patrik Laine
Antoine Roussel
Conor Sheary
Jason Zucker
Vladimir Tarasenko
Kris Letang
Auston Matthews
David Pastrnak
Philipp Grubauer
Artemi Panarin
Craig Anderson
Mikael Granlund

375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
367
365
360
355
353
329
328
327
326
317
316
288

NUMBERS DON’T LIE:
THE BIGGEST NUMBERS
IN METS HISTORY
Available on
Amazon.com

